March 2, 2018

Goliath-The Giant of the Stikine

Within moments of starting my in-depth research to see if I could be in ahead of the curve on this company, I realized Goliath was an excellent name choice; it would be a tall order to top the potential asset upside under this Giants umbrella. Having 4 excellent projects 100% controlled in northwestern BC was an opportunity I was looking for.

Northern BC tales of incredible discoveries that have been fabled by such companies as Cominco, Prime Resources, Pretium and Seabridge. The glaciers have receded significantly since then, and what is being exposed is amazing. Northwestern BC is as rugged as it is beautiful and linked with many stories associated with the Gold Rush. The history of this area starts before Canada was even a country with pioneering, adventurous, determined, gritty men putting everything at risk to realize a dream. The first big results were at Premier in 1918 by Premier Gold Company and at that time it was considered one of the greatest mines in the world. When you look at the map you will see that Goliath is close to this very Premier mine. The second was the Snip mine that was discovered in 1964 by Cominco and would eventually produced over 1,000,000 ounces of gold from 1991-1999 at an average gold grade of 27.5g/t. The other name that is best known is Eskay Creek. The small prospecting mining company of Stikine Resources and Calpine Resources made a find of a lifetime a staggering 27.2g/t Au and 30.2g/t Ag. This would become Canada’s ‘highest grade’ producer with production well over 3,000,000 ounces gold and 160,000,000 ounces silver! Stikine stock went from $1 to $64.

Many a movie has shown how tough this life would be for these early pioneers and to think that so many looked upon the glaciers not knowing what was laying beneath the ice. Over time that ice has abated, receding and revealing opportunities that have started another rush of blood into the heart of those pioneering spirits that understand the need for mining and minerals. It is not just this lucky Irishman that sees what is happening, it seems a Giant by the name of Goliath has also. Now let’s take a closer look at what this ahead of the curve opportunity has to offer investors.

**Luckystrike Large Drill Ready Porphyry Target**

The 100% controlled Lucky Strike Property has logging road access, is only 3 km to a major highway, power, and 40 kilometres north by Highway of major infrastructure in Terrace, BC within a world class geological terrane and resides within the Skeena Arch, a belt-scale structural corridor associated with significant porphyry and related mineralization. The Prosperity Bullseye Zone extends over 2.4 kilometres wide by 3.4 kilometres long and is defined by a 2000 by 400 metre soil and rock sample anomaly that has a geochemical signature consistent with a porphyry system ([link to map](#)). Coincident with the soil anomaly a SkyTEM™ electromagnetic survey found concentric conductive zones flanking a magnetic high ([link to 3D model](#)) extending over 2500 x 1500 x 500 metres that remains open to depth. Together these indicate the presence of porphyry ([link to image 1](#) + [link to image 2](#)).
The Prosperity Bullseye Zone is surrounded by two of the most prolific placer creeks in the district with coarse gold nuggets up to 6.5 ounces. The Prosperity Bullseye Zone is believed to be the source of the gold (link to map). Widespread, high-grade polymetallic veining, localized molybdenum in altered intrusives, and documented historic polymetallic porphyry veining strongly indicate the presence of a porphyry (link to image).

All the above indicate the presence of a large porphyry system at depth and provide for multiple strong drill targets for the planned, inaugural 2018 drill program. With initial drilling success the Prosperity Bullseye Zone porphyry target provides for excellent opportunity to expand the zone along strike and to depth. This target is drill-ready and located in a world class geological setting, has road access, and is in close proximity to major infrastructure. The Hazelton and Quock formation rocks were mapped independently by the British Columbia Geologic Survey along the southern part of the property confirming the area also has good potential for Eskay Creek style mineralization.

**Copperhead – Extensive Drill Ready Breccia Zone**

The Copperhead Property has logging road access, is only 3 km to a major road, power, and 35 kilometres southwest of major infrastructure in Smithers, BC. The Copperhead Property and newly discovered Copper King Trend also reside within the Skeena Arch, the same belt-scale structural corridor associated with significant porphyry and related mineralization as the Lucky Strike property.

The Copper King Trend is 350 metres wide by 2000 metres long and is defined by an Extensive Breccia Zone traced for over 450 metres that remains open in all directions. An 11 metre chip sample from a volcanic breccia containing massive and semi-massive sulphides returned 0.17 g/t Au, 4.28 % Cu, and 45.41 g/t Ag. The chip sample started and ended in mineralization that remains open (link to image). Also an 8 metre chip sample returned 0.08 g/t Au, 1.57 % Cu, and 12.45 g/t Ag. That chip sample also started and ended in mineralization that remains open. Massive and semi-massive sulphide breccias (link to image) are documented in an area of sparse outcrop over 450 metres containing potassic alteration. Grab samples with copper mineralization up to 7.97% were taken from this brecciated system which remains open in all directions (link to image). SkyTEM™ aerial magnetics and electromagnetic data discovered an intense magnetic high and adjacent resistive zone, consistent with a hydrothermal alteration system.

Large areas of outcrop on the Copperhead Property have recently been exposed by ongoing rapid glacial and snowpack recession providing excellent new opportunities for exploration. Planned work in 2018 includes ground geophysics, trenching, prospecting, channel sampling, silt sampling, and mapping in preparation for drilling on the Copper King Trend. This extensive breccia zone is drill-ready and located in a world class geological setting.

**Two Exciting Drill Ready Discoveries in the Golden Triangle**

Goliath has also discovered new zones on its Golddigger and Bingo properties, both of which are situated within the Golden Triangle and within two kilometres of the unconformity between the Lower Hazelton and Stuhini rocks, also known as the “Red Line” the key location where the vast majority of major deposits have been found within the Golden Triangle. Let’s look at a brief synopsis below laid out in a very easy to understand articulate manner.
Golddigger Anaconda Discovery
The Anaconda vein on the Golddigger property can now be traced over 2300 metres along strike and 600 metres vertically. Channel cuts assayed 22.83 g/t AuEq over 2 metres and 19.08 g/t Au over 1.7 metres (link to image). The technical team has recommended a bulk sample is the next step to determine the economics.

Gold-Swarm discovery: World class potential
Also, on the Golddigger Property is the newly discovered Goldswarm zone, a large breccia extending over 115 by 95 metres that remains open in all directions within a large unexplored alteration zone recently exposed by receding snowpack and glacial ice. All samples taken contained gold mineralization ranging from 3.77 to 21.1 g/t Au in outcrop. Multiple large quartz veins surrounded by extensive breccia zone (link to image). Visible alteration zone extending over 1200 by 150 metres remains unexplored. Ongoing glacial and snowpack abatement will provide for additional strong discovery potential. This geological setting in the Golden Triangle is proven to host multiple world class deposits (link to image). The new Goldswarm zone has tremendous potential to evolve into a new world class discovery.

Bingo Discovery Drill Ready
The newly discovered Bingo Main Zone on the Bingo Property is a large, gold and copper mineralized, stratabound horizon that extends over an area of 320 by 175 metres and remains open in all directions. The zone is very magnetic and the mineralized horizon will be traced to depth using ground magnetics in preparation for drilling in 2018 (link to video). 83% of all the samples taken contained gold mineralization. A channel cut over 4.85 metres assayed 1.77 gpt Au, and 0.20 % Cu, Drill Ready (link to image). Another Channel cut over 3.20 metres assayed 1.48 gpt Au and 0.37 % Cu, Drill Ready and 19 chips samples assayed up to 9.79 gpt Au. Bingo is planned to see its inaugural drill program in 2018.

We cannot talk about Goliath without touching on the DSM Syndicate. A project generator team with a track record of ~ $1 billion in value (Bio of a 30 Year Project Generator). This is a world class team with discoveries and relationships with the likes of major producers and financiers that are meaningful. Following the story of this team is exciting because you learn that the process of making these discoveries has many phases. This speed prospecting program covered over 1500 km of terrane and returned many multi ounce gold samples on different targets that now are staked. Goliath owns 10% of this syndicate. This is a unique opportunity all on its own. To have a relationship with this syndicate as well as 10% stake in its finds tells me that GOT might have a front row seat at the table with this group, or at least could provide for a stream of income and additional news flow if another qualified partner comes along and develops any of these syndicate properties.

Now let’s look at GT Gold Corp. located in northwestern BC that I feel had a lot of similarities and up-side as Goliath does now prior to drilling. Let’s compare how they stack up from a valuation standpoint. We have to stick with the math people and remember numbers don’t lie.

Goliath Resources Ltd. vs. GT Gold Corp.
Both Companies don’t have a resource at the present time.
VWAP (Volume Weighted Average Price) comparison.

**LOW SEASON VWAP**

**GT Gold TSX-V: GTT** (Low Season November 1st 2017 -February 8th 2018 $0.72)
Market Cap 82,190,935 shares o/s X VWAP $1.31 = $107,670,125
(GTT average trading volume 233,861 shares/day)

**Goliath TSX-V: GOT** (Low Season November 1st 2017-February 8th 2018 $0.14)
Market Cap 60,213,896 shares o/s X VWAP $0.14 = $8,429,945
(GOT average trading volume 56,651 shares/day)

**HIGH SEASON VWAP**

**GT Gold TSX-V: GTT** (High Season April 1st 2017 -November 1st 2017 $1.31)
Market Cap 82,190,935 shares o/s X VWAP $1.65 = $135,615,043
(GTT average trading volume 360,883 shares/day)

**Goliath TSX-V: GOT** (High Season May 1st 2017 -November 1st 2017 $0.27)
Market Cap 60,213,896 shares o/s X VWAP $0.27 = $16,257,751
(GOT average trading volume 125,246 shares/day)

After doing this comparison I have further confirmed to myself that the blue sky potential coupled with the irrefutable drill ready discoveries in northwest BC rests firmly in the hands of a Giant opportunity named Goliath.

I believe Goliath’s chart could be one of the most compelling charts you are going to see in 2018. The indicators of a major anomaly extending over 2500 x 1500 x 500 metres that remains open that’s indicating the presence of porphyry at depth. Receding snowfields exposing bedrock that hasn’t seen the light of day for thousands of years. The very recent discovery of the high grade Copper King Trend that is 350 metres wide by 2000 metres long and is defined by an Extensive Breccia Zone traced for over 450 metres that remains open in all directions. Bingos large, gold and copper mineralized, stratabound horizon that extends over an area of 320 by 175 metres and remains open in all directions and Goldiggers newly discovered Goldswarm zone, a large breccia extending over 115 by 95 metres were amazingly all samples taken contained gold mineralization and remains open in all direction. Mother Nature has all but provide the game changing discovery with the drill bit, as it stands now it looks as good as it get before drilling. Just one of these properties above could provide the discovery we have all been waiting for in the industry. As the age-old adage in the exploration business goes “we are one drill hole away from a major discovery”.

Now anyone can say that, but what matters is who is saying that, and what do they have to back it up. Consider yourselves in the know, ahead of the curve. Bingo, Luckystrike, and Copperheads inaugural drill programs all could be just a drill hole away from a major new discovery with the drill bit. This is the reasoning
behind putting it as one of my top picks that made the grade. I highly recommend getting in ahead of the curve on this one. This has nothing to do with the luck of the Irish as the O'Donnell clan elders preached the harder we work the luckier we get.

www.GoliathResourcesltd.com

Do not miss out on getting Ahead of the Curve. This is the time, this is the second pick and get ready to hear more about this amazing opportunity.

Don't forget to follow us at SuperChargedStocks.com (Ahead of the Curve) for real-time news updates! And our web site sections Camp Chatter, Drill Bits, Prospectors Corner prospects, our Pics Ahead of the Curve Made the Grade.
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